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Recently RIM has given five new handsets of blackberry that is bold 9900, 9930, Blackberry Torch
9810, 9860 and 9850. All the models of blackberry are touch screen, NFC connectivity and possess
a QWERTY keyboard. Here the light is thrown on the BlackBerry 9900 and blackberry Bold 9780 as
how much both these gadgets are upgraded and there relevant features. The outlook and the size
play a very vital in catching the attention of thousands of users. Everyone desire of acquiring a very
sleek and smart handset instead of big size and heavy weight. Also an individual donâ€™t have to
struggle a lot in handling the smart phone.

Earlier the blackberry handsets were flat, wide and not very heavy but now these innovative gadgets
are slimmer than there predecessor. Now the smart phone has a large screen, QWERTY keyboard,
optical track board and slim. BlackBerry 9900 possess 130g weight with a dimensions 115 x 66 x
10.5 and Bold 9780 possess 122g with 109 x 60 x 14.1mm. When talking about the screen then
HTC Desire and iphone 4 are the good options as BlackBerry does not have that much big screen
for watching videos. But new models are launched with a big screen that is 2.8 inches display
screen. Bold 9900 have a resolution of 640 x 480 touch screen along with a multi touch capability
but Bold 9780 possess a 2.44 inch display screen having a resolution of 480 x 360.

Talking about the engine there are many smart phones that have offered there gadgets with a dual
core processor so that they can manage the ever increasing demands of HD video, graphics and
large screen. Now BlackBerry Bold 9900 @ http://www.blackberryboldtouch9900deals.co.uk/ has
offered the smart phone with 1.2GHz processor along with 768 MB RAM and Bold 9780 possess a
624 MHz along with 515 MB RAM. The other feature is the storage which can be expanded in both
the Blackberry bold handsets that is with the help of micro SD card slot. Bold 9900 have on board 8
GB providing lots of benefits to the users and the memory can be expanded up to 40GB. Also this
new version has blackberry operating system 7 which has the capability of storing as many apps
which the operating system 6 cannot afford to mange.

Check out the best offer Plan : Blackberry Bold 9900 deals @
www.blackberryboldtouch9900deals.co.uk
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